Welcome to Swedish Motorcar Service!
Independent Saab Repair Specialists
1211 E. Francis, Spokane, WA 99208 (509) 487-3308

www.saabspokane.com

Greetings Saab Friends! My name is John Lippis; I have enjoyed servicing Saab
automobiles since 1967, and have been an Independent Saab Specialist since 1972.

My father was also an auto repairman & garage keeper, so my roots in this honorable trade go back over 60 years.
In 1991, my sons Dan and Mike and I opened Swedish Motorcar Service in Spokane. Years later they became Mechanical
Engineers, making room for Brad Hone who has been with us for over 12 years.
Brad is one of the finest Saab techs I have known. He has a wide range of skills, and shares in our family ethic for
serving with honesty and competence in a highly personalized auto service shop. We make a great team and work
together more as a “Saab Family Hospital” than a typical sales or repair facility. We provide nearly all service and repair for your Saab, and
endeavor to be a trusted and appreciated part of your family too. 2011 will be our 20th year at this location as “Swedish Motors”.
Our Message: “Smart” Preventive Maintenance brings reliability, longevity, and long-term savings for your Saab.
• Saab is a unique, leading edge, safety-first, high quality performance automobile, made in Sweden, and usually capable of 250,000 miles.
• Keeping your Saab long-term will cut your “cost per mile” without sacrificing reliability if you practice smart maintenance.
• If older than 4 years or 60,000 miles however, the recommendations found in your service book will not adequately protect your vehicle.
• While many in the auto service industry including dealerships advertise “preventive maintenance,” the bulk of it is not preventive, but only
replaces a few depleted fluids & lubricants, worn components or clogged filters. It is generic, (one plan fits all) minimal, and only effective
for short-term ownership and low-mileage vehicles.
• Our customized Preventive Maintenance has evolved out of the European model and allows our friends to drive a quality Saab on an average
budget. Many of our owners consider us an essential part of their family, with this shop as an extension of their own. We work together to
reduce major repairs, avoid unnecessary breakdowns, and preserve their Saab’s driving quality beyond its normally expected service life.
This cooperation between friends has proved less expensive and the only effective maintenance for long-term or second-hand ownership.
“Factory Specified” maintenance is market driven and not enough to care for your older Saab. All automakers

including Saab publish “Recommended Maintenance” checklists for vehicle safety, warranty and product liability.
These lists are found in the owner’s service book and also distributed throughout the industry for repair shops and
dealerships to follow. They are generic in nature and adequate for short term ownership (3-4 years, usually).
The checklists are also heavily influenced by the manufacturer’s need to advertise “low maintenance costs” for
leaseholders and comparison shoppers. Consequently, even the Major Servicings (30K-60K-90K-120K) contain only
“repeats” of simple oil changes, minor safety inspections and a few consumable parts & filter replacements.
In today’s competitive sales market, a more realistic maintenance list would only result in the auto being labeled as “high maintenance”.
Contemporary automotive maintenance checklists are not intended to protect an older vehicle from avoidable breakdowns or predictable
failures, or even from major components wearing out prematurely. Many important service procedures for higher mileages are completely
omitted from factory maintenance schedules. More important, if some of these services are not performed early on, such as timely transmission
fluid changes, irrevocable damage can occur at later mileages.
Though “authorized,” skimpy maintenance (my word) has become the ubiquitous standard for the entire auto service industry. The servicings
are simple to perform, profitable, and sold as a packaged commodity by shops and dealerships. But the infrequent oil changes (“Extendedmileage”), minimal inspections, “lifetime” fluids & lubricants and other omitted items are essentially a ‘wait until it fails strategy’ which can cut
a vehicle’s service life in half, jeopardize reliability & driving quality, and in total, cost much more than smart ongoing Preventive Maintenance.
In contrast we believe that the service appointment is an opportunity to truly examine the vehicle, review its past records, evaluate it needs
and prioritize them within the owner’s budget. This provides a more customized and pro-active maintenance for the long-term.
How our service differs from a dealership’s… The dealer provides new car sales & support, warranty repairs, and

factory sponsored recalls and updates. Their role is essential and our local dealer (Jaremko Saab) does a good job.
But the focus of a dealership is sales support, providing warranty repair and service based upon a standardized maintenance agenda.
The servicings are packaged (30K-60k etc); individual items are not tracked, and all that the technician usually knows is what the repair order
calls for: “xx mile service requested” and “customer complaints…” Severe service or low-mileage/per year special needs are rarely considered.
Other than the simple checklists & visual inspections, the system does not carry forward vital supportive knowledge for the technician to refer
to, such as items which may have been performed or omitted in the past, or recommended for the future. A comprehensive review of the
service history and past notes are not included with the job order. So the tech must rely on the service writer, who in turn relies on the
customer for this information, and it’s easy to see how many items fall through the gaps.
A four-year brake fluid change may be missed, or an important flush of oxidized transmission fluid, or timely inspection of a serpentine pulley
or ancillary system. As many as a dozen other important items for higher mileages are not even in the book and will certainly be neglected, all
because of an inadequate data system. So while the dealership may have the best of intentions, their system is not set up for older vehicles.
We have a different focus & strategy: First, with your help we assemble as much service history as possible, and build a database which allows

us to track a full range of the most important service components to maintain (30 items, instead of the 5-8 included in the “xx mile servicing”).
Next, we evaluate and prioritize the needs of your Saab: its model-specific problems, age, mileage, and whether it is a local driver only or a
primary go-anywhere family car, so that you will have a “road map” of maintenance for which you can plan, budget and control.
Then with regular Oil Service & Inspections, we continue to track, prioritize, and forecast your Saab’s maintenance needs. This is how aircraft
and all sophisticated machinery are maintained. Your regular dental maintenance probably comes closest to our system, but no automotive
system exists like it. We’ve managed the maintenance of our long term Saab owners this way for 20 years, and continually update our plans
as needed for each model at different stages of its service life. Our system is completely focused on your needs – that’s the difference.

Does Our Preventive Maintenance Cost More? At first glance, a simple “by-the-book” service looks less expensive than a complex preventive

maintenance agenda, just as a “quicki-lube” oil change is about half the cost of our $160 Oil & Inspections service.
But simply put, this is comparing “apples & oranges”; the differences are huge and complex. Likewise the words “Service” or “Maintenance”
have different meanings coming from different shops, especially when compared with a customized plan. But unless you believe that ignoring
proven cost-effective maintenance is a valid savings approach, Preventive Maintenance costs less overall, long-term. It’s a fact.
Airlines do it for long-term cost savings and to minimize risk. Dentists do it for long-term health and cost. The analogies are identical.
Does it cost more to change the oil or fluids twice as often using the best quality, or risk having to replace an engine or transmission?
Risk a breakdown & tow from a seized belt tensioner, or pay for periodic inspection not included in a factory checklist?
The difference between true Preventive Maintenance versus the market-driven, follow-the-book compromise really comes down to playing the
odds against average failures and vehicle service life. It’s short-term cost savings versus savings & reliability for the long-term; or cost vs. risk,
pro-active vs. probability, reliability vs. luck, and planning vs. crisis-response. If your Saab is older, the odds are no longer in your favor.
Decades of examples and experience are reflected in the maintenance we do. We are continually learning “what goes wrong” and adapting a
response in our maintenance plan. So do our best efforts cost more? We say no - Our whole approach is for overall cost savings! ☺
Costs: Specialist vs. Discount vs. Dealer: Dollar-conscious owners may also think that service or repairs cost more from a Specialist. That may
be true for your doctor, but not here. Generic shops lack specific experience of procedures and parts that work best for Saabs, and the dealer
approach is limited to replacement of an entire assembly with only “genuine”. We look for the best value for that particular car, its age, how it
is used and the owners budget and possible other service needs to be prioritized. In some cases we believe that replacement with a used part
or rebuilt component is a good alternative, and in others, using only Original Equipment (OE) or OEM (original manufacturer) is the best
approach. But in every circumstance we consider when to fix or when to replace; when to use proven alternative repairs - and when not.
These choices take experience that only a Specialist acquires, and they free up more budget dollars to take care of your Saab long-term.
Our Service is more Budget-able and Puts You in Control... Ongoing Preventive Maintenance can be budgeted much easier than the ‘XX,000

mile’ factory service plan. With that system you must perform a “30K-60K-90K-etc. Service” all at once with little flexibility. But because we
track each service item separately, the work can be prioritized and separated more affordably.
For instance we like to stretch every mile possible from Brake Pads, Rotors, Mufflers etc., but we monitor other components for replacement
before they cause more serious problems or breakdowns. Replacing an unreliable fuel pump or serpentine tensioner pulley may save a costly
breakdown and ruined weekend out of town. So we track its age, and attempt to diagnose its condition before it fails. The cost of
replacement before the fact may be as much as half that incurred after being broken down, towed, and paying the “full” price at an out of
town dealership of repair facility, whether a large city or ‘middle of nowhere’ shop.
Other examples which can save hundreds of dollars in later repair work include additional suspension lubrications and service procedures which
address known recurring problems. We do our utmost to spend your budget effectively, and continually plan what to do next for best results.
Some failures cannot be foreseen, but working with the individual models daily gives us experience for what goes wrong and usually when.
So we generally know what to look for. Breakdowns are reduced, and the Saab is maintained to retain its original quality as it ages. An older
model, well maintained, often becomes more predictable, and in that way more reliable than a poorly maintained newer model.
Servicing vehicles preventively exceeds all warranty requirements, and from an engineering standpoint is more realistic. With our strategy, you
are in control of your own maintenance plan. This is smart vehicle management, and will keep operating expenses per mile lower, with higher
reliability than any other method. Perhaps more important: it will help preserve your Saab so that it remains worth keeping long-term!
When should Preventive Maintenance Begin? Right from new, supplemental Oil Changes should double the frequency that the factory

requires. Otherwise, Saabs are designed to operate well with minimal maintenance up to 30,000 miles. After that
however, pro-active inspections should begin. By 60,000 miles or four years since date of manufacture, most
preventive measures should be taken. These include changing all fluids and targeted replacements not found in
the book; additional lubrications, and specific inspections & procedures to prevent future problems. Otherwise,
what was once called “planned obsolescence” by economists will inevitably begin, as well as reducing reliability.
Note: maintenance should be regular, like dental care. Often we notice anomalies only because we see the car regularly, noticing changes.
Leasing or Still Under Warranty? Leased and short-term owners with Prepaid Maintenance or “free oil changes” are wise to supplement the
service at 5000-7500 miles. They often decide to keep their leased vehicle and should protect their investment.
If you recently purchased a Used Saab, we recommend first learning “what you bought” with a set of detailed inspections, and reviewing any
available service records. Then we will prioritize what we believe are your repair and maintenance needs, and “catch up” as your budget
allows. This strategy gives the best odds to ensure its ongoing reliability and keep major repairs to a minimum.
Regarding Extended Warranty Plans… we believe that providing good long-term maintenance for your Saab is money better spent than an
expensive Service Contract (akin to accidental death insurance). In contrast, Preventive Maintenance protects your investment pro-actively,
and invests into your Saab’s ‘health’ long after the policy has expired.
How to Begin – What will it Cost? We begin is by reviewing your service records, and performing inspections targeted for your model and
mileage. If the oil is due for changing, we will sample it for sludge contamination, which is the #1 cause of engine wear and failures.
Based on this information, we will construct a maintenance “map”, showing what we think are your most important needs, prioritized so that
you can plan & budget for them. This is why we individually track all individual service items. With good record-keeping, we will better know
what to do and when to do it; and what not to do to avoid duplications. This should cost around $200.
How Often Should I Change Engine Oil? If your Saab is under 60,000 miles, change oil every 7500 miles with full synthetic 0wt-40 or 5wt-40
oil, depending on the season and model. If it’s over 60K, then change every 5000-6000 miles to be safe. Saab’s 10,000 - 15,000 mile
“annual” oil change looks good in Consumer Reports, but is risking camchain & piston skirt wear & sludge buildup; not worth the small savings.
Maintaining your Saab is worth the effort and investment. This has been our continuing message. Everything we recommend is based on
ethical, solid experience and real economics. Good maintenance is not a mere slogan, but a reality of dollars prudently spent, risks minimized,
and value preserved, especially the ‘fun’ part of driving a Saab. After all, this is the reason you purchased it in the first place!
Our “Swedish” Preventive Maintenance and our commitment to you with this service is your most powerful tool in caring for your Saab.
Visit us on www.saabspokane.com for more articles including those published through the Saab Club of America magazine, NINES.

Thanks for Reading! John Lippis & Brad Hone ☺

SWEDISH MOTORCAR SERVICE visit us: www.saabspokane.com

(by now you should understand why I answer “an oil change is not enough!” but here are some answers…)
• For the least expensive, but using full synthetic oil & filter change with minimal inspections, model/depending (1/2 hr) - - - - $87-$111.00
• Our INTERIM 5000 mi. Preventive Service, incl. road test, performed once or twice between the Full Annual Service 1 hr) - $130-$150.00
• Our FULL (Annual) 10,000-15,000 mile Oil Svc. & Inspections, records review, road test and running
checks (1.5 hr) - - $170-$195.00
We mix oil viscosities for your Saab’s age & the season. Costs assume no other adjustments, fluids or
parts replacements are needed.
How Much $$ Is Our “Oil Change”? (2011)

The image below on the left is a typical Saab 10,000 mile Oil service inspection. 18 line items. If this were
even a 60,000 Major service, some filters, spark plugs, Belt and possibly ATF change would be added, but the
inspections would essentially be the same.
The Image to the right is our “Swedish Motorcar” Inspection List 125 line items. See the difference.

We will adapt a Preventive Maintenance Plan for any mileage Saab.
Here is a Saab Entire 60,000 Major Service for a
2004 9.3SS showing the few inspections listed:

We discount our Labor Costs for ALL repairs and service to regular-maintenance customers because it’s much easier to work on a
well-maintained vehicle. This is another way that our Preventive Maintenance helps to pay for itself.

A TYPICAL MAINTENANCE SPREADSHEET WE USE FOR TRACKING INDIVIDUAL MAINTENANCE ITEMS.

Good Luck to all of our Saab friends! Come and visit us this year! Support Us as We support You!
Swedish Motorcar Service Ethics Statement – Customer’s Bill of Rights:
1. You are part of our professional “Family”, and you will always be treated as “Family”.
Every inspection, procedure and recommendation we offer is done with the intention of providing competent, effective and economical service for your
Saab, in the same way that we care for our own family Saabs. This part is easy; we always advise doing what we would do if the Saab were our own!
2. Full Disclosure. You will always be given our honest assessment of your needs as we know them, and their priority of importance either to safety,
reliability and longevity, including our estimate of remaining life of components we recommend for replacement. We always consider what we believe is
your Saab’s overall condition & outlook, and your stated budget in our recommendations.
If your Saab is not worth servicing, repair or refurbishment, we’ll say so!
3. To serve your interests. Within the time and budget you have given us- we promise our best efforts and workmanship to serve your best interests
without regards to our gross business receipts. This is our definition of a “professional” and we pride ourselves in living up to that goal.
4. Our Fees: We will never charge for more than what we believe that we have delivered to you in time, effort or service. I personally go over every
billing to make sure that you receive honest value.
5. Cost Savings: We will always consider and pursue what we believe is the least expensive option that is appropriate for your service or repair needs,
and which will serve you best.
6. Warranty: We will stand behind our workmanship and parts to the highest standard of what we believe to be fair and equitable.
Our outlook is the long-term, not just six months or a year.
Many parts have limited warranties. We usually pro-rate or discount subsequent repairs if premature failure is experienced in our opinion, usually under
4 years.

